
Three circles of flames provide maximum heat for wok cooking
The triple crown burner on this hob incorporates three individual circles of 
flames into one 4kW burner for maximum heat. Perfect for wok cooking. 

Keep cleaning simple
Gas hobs has always been a hassle when it comes to cleaning. But with the 
glass surface on this AEG hob that is a thing of the past. If you spill while 
cooking you can just easily wipe it away without worrying about scratches and 
stains. So your hob will look good for longer. 

Speed Burners - accurate heat for faster 
performance
The design of the Speed Burners in this AEG gas hob 
allows for the flames to directly target the bottom of the 
pan, providing quicker heat and greater efficiency. 
These high-speed burners get you cooking up to 20% 
faster.

Keep your pans steady and the heat in the right place 
Cast iron pan supports provide a robust, durable cooking support with a 
professional appearance. Safe and long lasting, our cast-iron pan supports 
provide a robust cooking surface with a highly professional appearance. Your 
pots and pans will always have the support they require

Elegant integration 
With a sleek surface under the pan supports, and a stainless-steel frame 
surrounding the cooking area, this is a hob that instantly adds elegance. Plus it 
fits so well into your worktop, that it forms a single elegantly integrated surface. 
In short, it's a hob that deserves to be built into the most high-end work 
surface.

Slim, sleek and 20% faster. 
The new AEG gas hob is faster in getting that right flavour. The speed burners 
in this hob gives you 20% more speed compared to a normal gas hob and the 
smooth surface fits perfectly in your kitchen design.

Product Benefits & Features

• Independent hob with controls
• Specified for: Austria, Germany
• Hob type: Gas on Glass
• High Speed Burner
• 4 Gas cooking zones
• New XL frame concept OptiFit Frame™
• Rotary knob controls
• Integrated electric ignition through control knob
• Cast iron pan supports
• Gas safety thermocouples: gas is cut off at source if the flame fails
• Gas conversion kit
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Installation Independent
Product Number Code 949 640 367
EAN 7332543457779
Built in height mm 53
Width mm 576
Depth mm 516
Width cutting 560
Depth cutting 490
Frame Colour - colour of the frame Stainless steel
Hob type Gas On Glass
Cord length external 1.6
Type of plug Schuko
Max power gas, W 7700
Left front - Power/Diameter 3900W/122mm
Rear - Power/Diameter 2000W/70mm
Right front - Power/Diameter 1000W/54mm
Right rear - Power/Diameter 2000W/70mm
Voltage 220-240
Weight gross cleaner and accessories 
with packaging 12.4

Weight net cleaner and accessories 
no packaging 11.8

Package heigth 160
Package width 700
Package depth 630

Weight package PE 157
Weight package Polystyrene 
(EPS/EPP) 447

Country of origin IT
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